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Who we are

10YRS
in Australia

Multi-award
Winning and celebrated in Australia

Continually growing
Our readers and their level of engagement with us

We’re bookmarked!
1 in 4 come directly to Kotaku’s homepage

I think your 
team deserves 

acknowledgement for 
the quality of your 
work. It’s variety, 
clarity, integrity, 

responsiveness and 
balance make it one 

of the most 
professional outlets 

around, without a lot 
of the bloat the bigger 

sites get weighed 
down by.

- Reader from Survey
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1,000,000+   Content Pageviews

The role we play in game coverage
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But we’re more 
than just gaming
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Their passion points span beyond just gaming…

Anime Cosplay Comics Board games TV

Anime Cosplay Comics Board games TV

Source: Reader Survey 2016
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Our readers
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A day in the life of a reader

Mornings

They need to be up to date with 
what they missed whilst they slept.

Daytimes

Our at work audience are at their most 

engaged during the day.

Evenings

Getting home to begin their gaming 

session, they’re grazing.

Peaking between 12-4pm on 

desktop our readers snack on 

Kotaku during work hours.

They are most actively leaving 

comments during this period – deeply 

engaged rather than just browsing.

They come directly to the 

site (we’re likely 

bookmarked in their 

browser) via their mobile

or tablet over breakfast or 

on their commute.

They hit up the homepage

mainly where they’re sure 

to catch all the main 

headlines.

They are most varied in their channel 

consumption, moving about the site 

absorbing at article level.

They are more likely to 

come through our social

pages in the evenings.

They switch to predominantly 

mobile consumption.

They tend to read more 

entertainment & news articles.

Source: Google Analytics 2017
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Who are our readers?

393k
UAs

2.5m
Page Views

521k
UBs

24k
Social Fans
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Source: Nielsen & emma 2017
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Kotaku attracts a slightly more 
mature audience than competitors 
they have money to spend, 
and on their core entertainment passions.

They are

38% more likely
to be SINKS than our competitors

They have advanced further in their careers, 

23% more of them earn

over $100k than our competitors

Source: emma 2017
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6,000+ comments a month

4 sessions per person 

(higher than all our competitors)

03:31 average dwell time

on content

They are highly 

engaged with the brand

Source: Google Analytics 2017
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The 
dedicated 
gamer

They game everyday

4.2hrs gaming per day

They own multiple 

gaming devices

43% own both an Xbox and Playstation

They are passionate about 

getting the most performance

93% build their own PCs, 

38% would spend over $2,000

They follow games for 

long periods of time

91% purchase DLC

They are involved in the 

gaming community

61% post on game forums

They have a huge 

games collection

59% buy more than 4 AAA games a year

They like to try games 

before they are released

55% play games in Early Access

They play games 

wherever they go

70% also play mobile games
Source: Reader Surveys 2016
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Their 

lifestyle

They follow all the latest movies

1 in 4 visit the cinema at least once a month, 

78% enjoy watching trailers

They love to stream entertainment

88% use Netflix, 63% stream movies every week

They are large consumers 

of mobile data

39% spend over $70 a month on their 

mobile data plan

They enjoy watching TV in 

the background

1 in 3 connect their TV to their computer, 

Comedy (86%) and Sci-fi (84%) are their 

favourite genres

They are conscious 

about staying fit

73% do regular exercise like running/swimming

They are fans of all forms of fiction

39% read comics and art books, 

58% read sci-fi/fantasy books

They are into their music

39% more likely to play an instrument, 

81% regularly listen to recorded music

They take many holidays, near and far

68% more likely to take adventure holidays, 

1 in 3 travel overseas each year

Source: Reader Surveys 2016



Thank You

For more information:

http://www.alluremedia.com.au/
contact

http://www.alluremedia.com.au/contact

